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As this is the last issue of volume 21, a bit of retrospective musing is permitted to the editor. At the
time of the last StampShow in 2002 a questionnaire was circulated with Capital Philately to see what
members did and wanted from their society. The response in terms of numbers was poor, but one
question did evoke some unusual comments. Most of our members say that their main interests are in
the stamps and postal history of Australia and New Zealand, with the United Kingdom coming close
behind. We put in a picture of a cover from Thursday Island to Japan in 1898. Covers from Thursday
Island have a keen following; we put it in to see what respondents would think they might pay for it at
auction, as a possible measure of relative expenditure on the hobby, as asking directly what people
spend each year is found very intrusive and offensive to a small minority of members, even if it is
asked in confidence and anonymity.
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Such covers of that period now seem to fetch about $70 or more, though actually I got it in Germany
for about $12 some years ago. You never know where things will turn up, you have to be patient in
philately, however one respondent wrote us a short essay explaining that the cover was a forgery.
True, such things exist. This was because the date of first issue of the twopence halfpenny Queensland
stamp, Queen's head on a white background, from 1895-96, used to pay the international rate, was
later than the year on the Thursday Island postmark, clearly JA 3 (18)89. But not on the Japanese
postmark which reads in English, as used for foreign mail, Kobe, 28 JAN 98. Now the year and other
date information are inserted by moveable slugs, usually from the back of the canceller, and they not
infrequently get put in upside down or back to front. I have seen examples (not from Thursday Island
but European) that read '90', interpreted as 1890, when in fact the '90' was upside down and should
have been '06', then to be read correctly as 1906.

As this Thursday Island cancellation was on January 3rd, possibly the first day that the office was open
for business after a cheerful New Year's Eve celebration by the clerks, we can ask have later covers
survived from that month when the year slugs were wrong or belatedly corrected? How the cover got
from Kobe in Japan to Braunschweig in Germany I don't know, though it had been in Germany some
years with another from Forest Hill in Queensland of the same period.

But identifying covers can be fun, and the late and sadly missed Doug Ross in his last year with the
society gave us a little competition to produce the most interesting cover, for which he gave a small
monetary prize. I will round off this volume by doing something similar, with the prize for the best
answer being to be published in Capital Philately, under editorial surveillance. Here is a cover from
New Zealand, bearing a diversity of stamps and markings.

All the information you need to describe accurately what was going on is in our excellent club library,
and past issues of Capital Philately, which you are encouraged to use. You are required to say, with
reference to a map, where the cover started from, though because the pencil readdressing is faint I will
tell you that it went eventually to the town of Lund. Each stamp and marking is to be described with
its usage at the time (you can quote catalogue numbers), the most likely route both taken on land and
sea, by what means, and why it was scribbled on. You could comment on the slightly battered state
of the cover, and if you want to see the actual object then you can make an appointment with the
editor to do so. There are no backstamps. Answers are to be received before the end of October 2003.
As they always say, the decision ofthe Editorial Board is final.
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David Collyer of Gladesville has sent us some helpful comments on the modem German registered
cover that I illustrated in the editorial of our last issue in May. He wrote "Around 1999 Australia Post
Registered mail was processed within the normal mail stream. In some overseas postal systems
registered mail still travels in a separate system. To overcome this issue the 'Registered Post
.Signature required' labels, in red and orange, were introduced. At the end of2002

A revised version of this label, in red and blue, was introduced which reproduces the barcode from the
foreign country. The letters at the end of the barcode indicate the country of origin" To illustrate
David's valuable information I show a recent registered label from Sweden, coded SE (for Sverige)
and an Australian red and blue label corresponding to another letter from Sweden. Note that the
country code in two letters seems to match that used as the terminal code on e-mail addresses; I would
like to see new registration examples from Andorra, Austria, Hungary, Russia, Spain and Switzerland,
because in some cases the e-mail codes are not an abbreviation of the English name of the country.

PRIORITAIRE
1.a-ktassbrev
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ANOTHER GOLD RUSH SHIPWRECK LETTER FROM BASS STRAIT

Graeme Broxam

Since the publication of my article on the Water Witch wreck cover from King Island in the last issue
of Capital Philately, a third letter from this wreck has come to light, from the collection of John
Lancaster of Melbourne. The item is of sufficient interest, both historically and philatelically, to
warrant an update of my previous article.

/

The schooner's Melbourne agents, Bell Reynard & Co., as entitled by the postal acts then in
operation, sent their own instructions to the ship's Mauritius agents Pipon Bell & Co. in a private bag.
Unfortunately, they illegally allowed a large number of other merchants to do the same thing, and
when the subterfuge was unearthed by the postal authorities following recovery of the mail bag from
the wreck, it became one of the 85 letters and 37 newspapers that the Victorian Post Office detained
until 1/- outward sea mail rate postage was paid on it. This presumably happened to the letters over
some time, and this particular letter was finally paid for and processed at the Melbourne G.P.O. on 26
January 1855, nearly eight weeks after its recovery. It was probably despatched on board the
schooner Baccalieu, 105 tons, which sailed for Mauritius on 30 January under the command of
Captain J. Maillard. This time it was more fortunate, arriving safely at Mauritius and being duly
processed on 14 March.

The letter itself is of considerable interest, detailing many of the commodities and problems therewith
experienced by import agents in the glutted market of late 1854:
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"Per Water Witch

Melbourne 2 September 1854

Messrs Pipon Bell ? Co.

Mauritius,

Dear Sirs,

We have not much improvement to report in the markets since our last respects. The Imports
from Europe have been heavy and this, combined with the tightness of the money market, has
had a depressing effect upon many branches of trade. East India produce, however, as less
plentiful and as regards many articles is in good demand.

Sugar. The alarming extent to which cholera was unfortunately prevailing in Port Louis at the
date of our last advises is considered by some as likely to interfere in some measure. Although
it is not likely that the amount of the crops will ultimately be affected many are of opinion that
the time of its being brought to market may be later in the season than it otherwise would have
been. This, in conjunction with the present scarcity of good Mauritius descriptions has given
more life to our Market, and good samples are now saleable at the following quotations, vis:

First quality vacuum pans "Queen Victoria"

" " " " "Labourdonnas" [7]

@

@

@

35/6 and 35/- [per ton]

34/6

32/- and 32/6Middling " "
Very fine Yellow, such as our standard sample No.4. @ 30/-

Good bright Yellow" " " " 5. @ 29/6

Middling Yellow @ 28/6 and 29/-

Good Lymps [7] @ 24/- and 26/-

Middling do. @ 22/- and 23/6

The demand being still strictly for middling and good bright yellow sorts, although crystallised
descriptions are more saleable than they have been for same time past. The Imports of sugar
since the 5th ult. have only comprised 3300 bags, vis.

1200 bags from Pernambuco (very inferior samples]

1500 bags from Manila

500 bags from Mauritius (crystallised) via Sydney

100 bags from Calcutta (Cossipore) via Sydney

3300 bags

Spirits: have fallen considerably since our last with the exception of Rum, which is still scarce
and wanted, in good 30 O.P. is worth 3/6 and 4/- per gallon. Case Brandy is quite neglected.

Wines: Claret is in better demand and ordinary quality finds ready sale at 17/- and 18/- per
dozen, superior 30 /- and 40 /-. Sauterne 18/-"and 20/-. Champagne 30/- and 40/-.

Coffee - in limited demand at 7d. per pound.

Fruits, generally are in more active demand and Dates are wanted at 2Y2 and 2%d.
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Rice. A cargo of 200 tons of this article arrived a few days ago from Batavia and has supplied
the demand for the moment. Prices are now slightly on the decline and Java has been sold this
week at £32 10/- and £35.

Timber. The Market today is brisk at a slight advance on the last quotations. Cut Deals being
scarce are in great demand.

Sardines are more inquired for at 10/- and 14/- per dozen for Yt and Yz do tins, respectively
with an upward trending.

Pickles are saleable at 9/6 and 14/ and 15/- per dozen for pints and quarts respectively.

Calcutta Limes, assorted, are not worth more than £50 a ton at present.

Molasses in 1& 2 cwt casks £13 a ton and saleable.

Storage has declined about 25% within the last two or three months and is we think calculated
to go still lower , there being a great number of fme stores in course of erection.

Shipping. Seamen's wages have fallen and [--- ---] are easily procurable at present at £25 for
the run to India or Mauritius and at £7 per month.

Lighterage from the Bay has also declined to 12/6 per ton for free and bonded goods together.

Exchange is without alteration since our last respects. .

We are,

Dear Sirs,

Yours faithfully,

Bell, Reynard & Co."

Now that a picture of it has been sighted, it is also clear that the second item auctioned by Cavendish
Auctions in September 2002 was NOT from the ship's agent but from an entirely different sender. It
too was recovered from the wreck, endorsed "Detained for 2/- postage," and likewise processed at
Melbourne on 26 January 1855. I would still love to know of its whereabouts and contents.

References:

• Marten Syme, Shipping Arrivals & Departures, Victorian Ports, Volume IL 1846-1855, Roebuck,
Society, Melbourne, 1987.

• Archives Office of Victoria, Chief Secretary 's Office Correspondence.
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THE PHILATELIC DETECTIVE TRACKS GUS TO THE GOLDFIELDS

Robert A. M. Gregson

If today one consults a map of Western Australia there is shown a railway line from Kalgoorlie
running almost due north through Menzies to Gwalia, where the famous Sons of Gwalia mine is
located. About one third of the way north is the tiny settlement of Broad Arrow. Nearby is shown a
small cluster of mines, or the sites of former mines.

By the beginning of 1897 it was possible to reach Kalgoorlie by rail from Fremantle. Less than two
years later the train steamed into Menzies, and by 1903 one could get as far as Leonora, which is
today twinned with Gwalia. Adequate water supply, even as it was a more pressing need, was also
more difficult to achieve than building a railway. This was eventually solved by the building of a pipe
line, 530 km long, with a capacity of over 20 megalitres of water a day, from the Darling Ranges to
Kalgoorlie. The first flow of water was achieved in 1903; the construction cost was over two and a
half million pounds, a huge sum in those days for public works.

The effect of these improvements, brought about in part by the discovery of gold first at Coolgardie,
was to increase the local population and the output of the goldfields at a rapid rate, with consequent
social disruption and government disputes over what was to be done. Prospectors came not only from
other parts of Australia, but from overseas, to try their fortunes, many with little result but poverty and
sickness in the harsh enviromnent and climate. Townships sprung up, and eventually vanished again
as the gold was worked out, or survive today as tiny relics for their tourist appeal, still as names on the
map.

Broad Arrow (300 25' S, 1210 19' E) is one of those places that rose and fell again with the
fluctuations in the amount of economically accessible gold in the reefs, as the cost of extraction and
the market price changed. Many mines closed in the 1930s and some reopened in the 1980s for these
reasons. In 1901 Broad Arrow had a population of 542; in 1947 it had dwindled to 134. Named after a
prospector who left a trail of broad arrows to mark the track to his diggings, the first gold lease there
was granted in 1893. The town became the business centre for the Broad Arrow Goldfield gazetted in
1896, the municipality was created in 1897, and at its peak there were eight hotels, two breweries, a
cordial factory, a large hospital and a stock exchange. It was largely deserted by 1925, and today only
one hotel survives. New gold reserves were found and a new mine opened in 1985. Obviously in its
prime it had a post office, as we shall shortly see. Its first postmark was issued in 1898.

Four picture postcards from Sweden to Broad A1TOW,sent in 1904 and 1905, have survived and tell us
a little about Gus's fortunes. He was one of the many prospectors from Europe who flocked to the
new goldfields. In chronological
order of posting they are: \

( 1) From Norrkoping 14-7-1904,
transitted Trelleborg-Sassnitz
(marine post office from
Sweden to Germany across
the Baltic) 15-7-04, canceller
142A, and arrival at Broad
Arrow AU 11 04. It bears the
Swedish postage due marks
T. in a comer-rounded square
and 6114unframed in blue.
Addressed to "Gus", Post
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Office, Broad Arrow, West Australia. These 1411142 AIB Trelleborg-Sassnitz cancellers were in
use from 1899-1937. Note that a card took about four months to make the journey, via Germany,
and through Fremantle. Some mail was carried from Bremen to Australia by ship at that time.
Western Australia did not use postage due stamps, and there is no indication that the clerk at
Broad Arrow post office collected what would have been about a penny from Gus. The coloured
picture side shows Dhalen, a suburb of Norrkoping; that city has had a post office since 1769, and
from the early 20th century acquired a lot of subsidiary offices. Dhalen is now spelled Dalen,
meaning 'the valley', and the sign on a building (S)NICKARE shows it was the shop of a
furniture maker. But what are particularly interesting are comments that Sofi Carlson, the sender
who lived in Generalsgatan, has added. She said 'it was so fortunate to become a goldmine owner.
Write soon.' Obviously this card is a reply to one from Gus.

(2) The next card, from Bengtsfors (in Dalsland) 23-7-04, transitted Fremantle W.A. AU 24 04 and
arrived in Broad Arrow AU 25 04. This time it attracted postage due with a purple framed mark
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for 61;4cent, a mark in use only from
1904-06. This is actually in gold
centimes, the accountancy
reconciliation currency of the UPU.
Over 150 varieties of these marks have
been used from 1897-1965. This card
is from Wera Olsen, another female
relative I assume, who emphasises that
her address is at Lonnskog in
Wermland, this place had its own post
office from 1886 to 1967, but Wera
didn't use it. She chose a picture of
'the old couple' which suggests that
she may have been an aunt. She says
'it would be tremendously fun to
exchange news with you as you are so
far away, even more fun than
exchanging letters. Greetings from the
unknown Warm lands lass.'

(3) The third card is addressed to the Goldminer Herr Gustav, and it is noted that it was answered on
19-11-04. Posted in Upsala on 10-10-1904, transitted Trelleborg-Sassnitz 141B on 12-10-04 and
received in Broad Arrow 10-11-04. The same postage due marks as for the previous card. This
card got to its destination much quicker than the previous two.
It was from Ann-Mari ··-~·····o/'"'~"~:P':~··"'~··················.··:·'·'~···-"'."

Marschall, shows the
rapids on the Karleo
River, and Ann-Mari
says she sent it from
Orbyhus on 10/10 04.
This tiny place has had
a post office since
1874, but she posted it
in the big city. She
sends warmest
greetings, thanks Gus
for the card, and hopes
to have many views
(presumably of Broad
Arrow).
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(4) The last card was from Orbyhus on 8-10-1905, via Trelleborg-Sassnitz 141B on 10- 10- 04, it has
no arrival cancellation but is noted as being received on 12 11 05. The same postage due marks
were used in Sweden. Interestingly the address is to Herr Jonsson, "Svea" goldmine, (Svea is the
symbolic female figure of the Swedish motherland), Broad Arrow; who may have been a
colleague of Gus. Or it may be that with success Gustav became known as Herr S. G. Jonsson.
The picture side shows Orbyhus railway station, deserted except for a porter's trolley. There is
some sadness here, the unsigned sender says he/she? has been lying in hospital with a nerve
sickness for eight weeks, but is now getting better, and will communicate more as I improve ..
There are 'warmest greetings from Anne-Marie Marchall' (Obviously she didn't send the card or
she would have spelled her own name correctly.) 'Am now back home. Hope these lines are
recognizable. I write slowly now but I feel better. Write soon to me.'
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How these cards came to survive in Australia I do not know; perhaps the descendents of Gus settled
and lived in Australia and kept a few relics of their relatives in Sweden for some years, including old
correspondence. No one told his various relatives then that they should have used red 10 ore stamps
on postcards to the other side of the world. It is, of course, quite possible that the post office clerk at
Broad Arrow did not recognize or care about collecting Postage Due. There could have been quite a
few different languages spoken in that little post office at the time.

References:

• Andersson, S. (2002) Svenska losenstamplar med centimesvalor 1897-1965. Postryttaren

Arsbok 2002. Stockholm: Postmuseum.

• Aplin, G., Foster, S. G. and McKernan, M. (1987) Australian Events and Places. Broadway,

NSW: Fairfax, Syme and Weldon Associates.

• Battye, J. S. (1921) Western Australia: A History from its Discovery to the Inauguration of

the Commonwealth. Oxford: Clarendon Press.

• Handbok over Svenska Post- och Makulerings- Stamplar 1685-1951. (1952) Stockholm, SFF

Riksorgainisation.
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BRITISH FORCES IN EGYPT - 1932 TO 1940

Elspeth Bodley .

British Forces in Egypt takes up one column in my SO Part 1 but behind that short list lies an
interesting story. The stamps are not often seen but there is a range of collecting interests: London
and local printings, perforations, overprints and provisionals and military censor markings for the
World War II period. It is an interesting "keyhole glimpse" into the history of the period.

Egypt was still part of the Ottoman Empire when World War I began. Control of the Suez Canal was
strategically important and Britain made Egypt a protectorate in 1914 with British and Indian troops
defending the Canal.

In 1922 Britain gave Egypt independence but kept military forces stationed there. These troops were
withdrawn from all except the Suez Canal area in 1936 where they stayed to guard the waterway.

Britain has a long history of concessional postage rates for its soldiers and sailors and this again came
into effect for British forces in Egypt when the Egyptian government increased postal rates in 1932
from I piastre (two pence halfpenny) to one and a half piastres.

The War Office arranged for a concessional 1 piastre rate of postage for members of the British forces
and their families for mail sent to Britain and Ireland. The established welfare organisation, NAAFI
(Navy, Army & Air Force Institute) printed and sold in its canteens special paper seals which were

affixed to the back of the
envelope. Letters had to
be posted in special
military posting boxes and,
after cancellation of
NAAFI seals, were
forwarded through normal
postal channels. The
Egyptian Government was
paid ten thousand pounds
in the first year and six
thousand pounds in the
second year to compensate
it for losses caused by this
concession.

The seals were
cancelled with a British
military postal marking.
It was a diamond shape
of dots which was also
known as a Retta. The
front of the envelope
received a "postage pre-
paid" frank to show that
correct postage had
been paid and the letter
could be sent on.
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Without this "postage pre-paid" stamp the concessional rate was not recognised (even if a seal was
attached to the back) and the recipient had to pay the postage due. These pre-paid franks were 27mm
in diameter, a double circle surmounted by a Crown and red, blue and purple inks were used. The
numbers in the centre (1-25) indicated the military base of posting.

Once the mail went into the Egyptian system normal Egyptian datestamps and markings were used.

The first series of seals were designed by Lt Col. C Fraser and printed by Hanbury Tomsett & Co. in
London. 500,000 were printed and they were issued in booklets of 100 through the NAAFI canteens
from 1 November 1932. Printed in red (frame and NAAFI badge) and blue (British Forces in Egypt
and 1 piastre), the first series included the words "Postal Seal".

The second issue in August
1933 was the same design
except that these words were
changed to "Letter Seal".

Further concessional rates
applied to Christmas and
New Year cards sent in
unsealed envelopes, up to
50grams, and 3 millieme
Christmas seals, with a
design of a camel and
pyramids were on sale in the
canteens up until 31
December in each year. The
design of the Christmas seals
remained the same but
different colours were used
each year. Designed by Sgt
W F Lait, they were printed

in Cairo by Walker & Co. Amalgamated Press. Printings from 1932-1935 were:

1932 black on blue paper 41,857

1933 (right) maroon on white paper 53,786

1934 deep blue on white paper 62,865

1935 bright red 101,100

second printing 21,500

The increasing print run reflects the buildup of British forces in Egypt due to Italian expansion in
North Africa and Abyssinia.

The first and second issues of the NAAFI seals were replaced in
1934 by a third issue "Letter Stamp" label showing a sphinx and
British Forces in Egypt in larger letters. These were designed by
Miss Waugh and printed by lithography in London by Harrison &
Sons. First issued on 1 June 1934 in carmine (left), 250,000 were
printed. On 5 December 1934 the fourth issue appeared with the
same design but in green and again a print run of250,000.

On 24 April 1935 the fifth issue appeared, same design but back to red. However, the perforations
were 13.5 x 14 instead of 14.5 x 14 for the third and fourth issues. As for the Christmas Seals, a
greater number was needed of this issue - 405,000 were printed and 404,900 were actually sold.

Capital Philately Volume 21 Number 3 13
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In 1935 Britain and its Empire celebrated the Silver Jubilee of King George V's reign. A special
British Forces label was issued, even though Egypt was technically outside the Empire. These Silver
Jubilee labels used the same sphinx design as the third to fifth issues but this time it was printed in
blue with a red diagonal overprint "Jubilee/Commemorationl1935". Only 27,000 of these were
printed and sales were limited to 10 per person.

In December 1935 a Christmas provisional was issued, despite the greatly increased printing run of
the Christmas Seal. This provisional was created by overprinting the fifth issue labels with "Xmas
1935/3 milliemes" in black. Ten thousand of these were printed, 9,920 actually sold.

From 1 March 1936 the British forces were withdrawn from Egypt except the area of the Suez Canal.
The NAAFI produced labels were discontinued and were replaced by an Egyptian "Army Post" stamp
used on the front of the envelope. The 10m value in red showed King Fuad. A similar design in
green with 3millieme value was produced for Christmas use and these were sold from December to
February in 1936-7 and 1939-40. In 1939 the same design was used but in a much smaller format,
again 10m (red) and 3m green stamps were issued.

Cancelled "rtBge HQ PO, Ml ",11DE 40?

Used by the 16th Brigade, Aust. 6Div at Alexandria.

Air mail rate: 70mfor 20g.
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These stamps were used by various British forces in Egypt early in World War II until the Army
Stamp was withdrawn in April 1941. However, the Forces concession continued until October 1951
but using normal Egyptian stamps.

This cover appears to be an exception to the rules ...

• Local mail but concession only for mail to Britain and Ireland

• Letter seal applied to the front, not the back

• No Egyptian civil cancellations

No Date. Local Letter. s" series Letter Stamp.

"Cinderella" label "For King and Empire" - wartime?

2 Censor markings (still to be researched)

Capital Philately Volume 21 Number 3 15
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WORLD WAR II MAIL LINKS WITH AUSTRALIANS
IN GERMAN & ITALIAN CAPTIVITY

Richard Breckon

Throughout World War II, Australian prisoners-of-war held in Germany and Italy had the benefit of
regular mail services. This is stark contrast to the irregular, and at times almost non-existent, mail
links available to Australian prisoners in Japanese captivity. The explanation for this difference
involves the attitude of the Germans and Italians towards prisoners-of-war compared to that of the
Japanese. The 1929 Geneva Convention concerning the treatment of prisoners-of-war was respected
by Germany and Italy, but not by Japan.

It seems incongruous that the Nazis who exterminated millions of people would bother sticking to
rules of fair behaviour towards enemy prisoners-of-war. Nevertheless, the Germans had good reason
to follow the Geneva Convention, because they expected the same treatment to be extended towards
German prisoners-of-war in Allied hands.

Australian prisoners-of-war in Germany & Italy

Approximately 31,000 Australians were captured during World War II. About 28% of this number
were held in Germany and Italy and the remaining 72% were prisoners of the Japanese. The largest
number of Australians captured in Europe (5,200) surrendered during the German invasion of Greece
and Crete in AprillMay 1941. Many other Australians were captured during campaigns in Egypt,
Libya and Syria.

The total number of Australian prisoners-of-war in Europe was 8,622. These men comprised 7,115
soldiers, 1,481 airmen and 26 sailors. Most RAAF prisoners-of-war either bailed out or were forced to
land in enemy territory. About 700 prisoners succeeded in escaping and reaching safety. Most of these
escaped to Switzerland in the confusion following the collapse of Italy and Germany's occupation of
the northern half of the country in 1943. During the course of the war, about 1,000 prisoners-of-war
were repatriated under the provisions of the Geneva Convention. A total of 264 Australian prisoners
in Europe died or were killed in captivity.

The Geneva Convention & the International Red Cross

All belligerent countries in World War II (except Japan and the Soviet Union) were signatories to the
Geneva Convention. The Convention described the conditions under which prisoners-of-war were to
be treated. It specified that prisoners were entitled to send and receive mail free of postage, and that
prisoners' mail would be transmitted by the quickest routes. The Universal Postal Union Convention
already provided for prisoners-of-war mail to be carried post free.

However, there was no provision in the Geneva Convention specifying how much mail any prisoner-
of-war could send or receive. In the early stages of the war, the belligerents agreed that two letters and
four postcards a month could be sent by each prisoner. 'Protected personnel' (prisoners-of-war who
were medical officers and orderlies) were usually permitted to send twice the allowable limits of other
prisoners. The convention specified no limit to the amount of incoming mail a prisoner could receive,
but the practicable constraints of censorship meant that excessive amounts of incoming mail would be
held up until their contents had been examined. A 'next-of-kin parcel' could be received by prisoners
once every three months.

The International Red Cross, which had its headquarters in Geneva, played a key role in maintaining
communication between prisoners-of-war and their families. The Red Cross established a central
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information agency to collect personal details of all prisoners-of-war, internees and displaced persons.
During the course of the war, 120 million items of correspondence were handled by the Red Cross
concerning missing persons. The Red Cross saw its main obligations towards prisoners-of-war as
making arrangements for forwarding letters and parcels between belligerents, conducting the
exchange of sick and wounded prisoners, supplying information to authorities and the public about
individual prisoners, and coordinating general relief measures.

The most well-known activity of the Red Cross was the preparation of food parcels. It was their
objective to send a food parcel to each prisoner-of-war once a week. The food parcels were packaged
in London and upwards of 100,000 parcels were shipped out each week. Australia contributed
fmancially to the food parcel scheme, but did not undertake any of the packaging activities.

Organisation of German & Italian Camps

Prisoner-of-war camps in Germany were organised along the following lines:

• Dulag (Durchgangslager - transit camps where prisoners were screened before being
allocated to a permanent camp;

• Oflag (Offdizierslager - permanent camps for prisoners who were officers;

• Stalag (Mannschaftsstammlager - permanent camps for prisoners of 'other ranks';

• Stalag Luft (Luftlager - permanent camps for captured airmen.

The Stalag sometimes functioned as an administrative centre for surrounding work camps (called Zwei
glager or Arbeit-Kommando). The Stalag processed mail for prisoners in these camps. Each camp was
designated by a number and a sub-letter. For example, Oflag IVC was the famous castle in Colditz for
prisoners who the Germans considered to be trouble-makers. There was a large number of prisoner-of-
war camps spread throughout Germany (ie. based on pre-war boundaries), Austria and a smaller
number of camps in Czechoslovakia and Poland.

Italy's prisoner-of-war camps were less numerous than was the case in Germany. Italian camps were
designated Campo PG (Prigioneri di Guerra). Each camp was named after its locality at first, but
early in 1942 the Italians switched to a numeral designation - Campo PG 59, for example. In June
1943 prisoners held in camps in the south were moved northwards, as a result of the Allied invasion of
Italy. Following the Italian armistice and the German takeover of northern Italy, Allied prisoners held
in Italian camps were transferred to German camps. This occurred during August and September
1943.

Both the Germans and Italians assigned prisoners-of-war of the same nationality to the same camp.
For this purpose, Australians were classified as British and kept in camps with United Kingdom and
other Commonwealth prisoners.

Mail Regulations

The Geneva Convention specified that newly-captured prisoners-of-war were entitled to send a
postcard within seven days of their capture. However, the large numbers of Australians captured in
Greece and Crete were not able to send 'capture cards' until they had reached their permanent Stalag,
which had involved a prolonged journey to Germany. Notification of the capture of Australians in
Greece and Crete took as long as six months to reach their families.
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Any real or perceived infringement of the Geneva Convention usually led to German reprisals being
taken against Allied prisoners and this often involved mail arrangements. For example, between
August and October 1942 incoming and outgoing mail of prisoners- of-war in Germany was limited to
the same amount that was reaching German prisoners-of-war in Allied hands, because of delays in
transmitting mail of prisoners held in Canada and Australia.

The Germans and Italians issued distinctive prisoner-of-war postal stationery (lettersheets and
postcards) to control the amount of outgoing mail. To facilitate censorship, the stationery featured pro
forma details for addressing and printed lines for writing the message (lettersheets had 24 lines and
postcards 7 lines). The Italian postcard restricted the writing to the right side of the card to leave the
left side blank for censor markings. Both the German and Italian lettersheets folded to envelope size
and were loosely sealed by a pointed flap inserted into a slit at the back. The Italian stationery was for
general use throughout all camps, but the German stationery was usually printed with the name of the
Stalag in which it was issued.

The Germans normally postmarked prisoners-of-war mail with a datestamp. The Italians generally did
not do this, but usually prisoners dated their own messages. Censorship arrangements between the two
countries were also different. German censors worked at Stalags to process prisoners' letters. Italian
censorship was centralised in one office at Rome. Apart from the circuitous routes required to carry
prisoner-of-war mail, censorship was the chief reason why mail could be seriously delayed in
transmission. In 1942 it was reported that the average time taken by the Italians to censor a prisoner's
letter was four months, although this was reduced to two months by the following year.

Carrying Prisoner-of- War Mail

During the early period of the war, the British postal authorities consigned prisoner-of-war mail to a
railway route through Belgium, France and Switzerland, and then onwards transmission to Germany.
With the fall of France in June 1940, an alternative route was required, and the route selected involved
shipping the mail to Lisbon for carriage by railway across Portugal, Spain, Vichy France and
Switzerland. The frequent changes of rail connections produced delays, so the Red Cross chartered
ships to carry mail and supplies for prisoners-of-war from Lisbon to Marseilles, and then for railway
carriage through France and Switzerland.

During the first year or so, the Red Cross ships operated under difficulties (two ships became
disabled) and because of a harsh winter in 1941-42, surface conditions in Germany became
particularly difficult. In April 1942, the Red Cross restructured its shipping operations. Conditions
were improved, although the German occupation of Vichy France in November 1942 temporarily
disrupted the Marseilles-Geneva route. By mid-1943, the Lisbon to Marseilles route reached its peak
of efficiency. A fleet of eleven Red Cross ships were in service and 61/2 million food parcels were
carried over a four months period during 1943. Letters between prisoners in Germany and Italy and
families in Australia took about two months to reach their destinations - parcels took somewhat
longer. Any further delay in the mails usually involved prisoners who were serving in work
detachments or hospitals away from their main camp.

Following Italy's collapse and the transfer of Allied prisoners of war to camps in Germany, mail in
transit to those prisoners formerly held in Italy had to be held back by the Red Cross for redirection.
Weeks passed before transfer notifications were advised and more than 800,000 letters and 150,000
parcels were readdressed to Germany. The first batches of this mail were delivered by November
1942, but it took much longer for new mail to reach prisoners from families in Australia after they had
learned of the relocation.

Air mail offered a means of expediting the carriage of prisoner of war letters. The Germans introduced
this facility in late 1941 / early 1942. The mail was flown by Lufthansa from Stuttgart to Lisbon.
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From Lisbon, it was flown by Pan American Airways to New York, carried by surface means across
the United States and across the Pacific Ocean to Australia. The free postage that prisoners were
entitled to applied only to surface mail. Transmission by air mail was subject to additional postage and
the Germans applied an air mail charge of 40pfg (about 6d or a half day's pay for prisoners). Air mail
postage was paid either by a 40pfg stamp or a hand-stamp. Italy also provided air mail facilities and
Italian stamps amounting to 2.75 lira are sometimes found on air mail letters, although often the
postage was not indicated.

An alternative means of communication available to prisoners of war involved broadcasting messages
by radio. However, the Allied authorities discouraged the public from listening to enemy broadcasts,
because they believed that this lowered civilian morale.

The Tide Turns

The Allied invasion of France in mid-1944 caused changes to be made to the carriage of prisoners of
war mail. For a time. the southern route through France was unavailable and an alternative northern
route was established. Red Cross ships sailed to the Swedish port of Gothenburg, where their cargoes
were transferred to Swedish vessels (under Red Cross charter), which sailed to the German port of
Lubeck. Allied bombing made rail transport through Germany more difficult as the war drew a close.
Between September 1944 and February 1945, only a third of the quantity of food parcels that had been
handled during the previous year on the southern route was carried on the northern route.

The southern route was re-established by November 1944; this followed the Allies' occupation of
southern France and the repair of port facilities at Marseilles damaged earlier by bombing. As before,
Red Cross ships carried mail and supplies from Lisbon. The chief difficulty in getting the mail
through was disruption to Germany's rail system. By February 1945, their railways could no longer be
relied upon to function at all and the Red Cross arranged for around 150 lorries to carry mail and
supplies across Germany from entry points in Lubeck and Switzerland. Painted white with a large red
cross on top, the lorry convoys were hopefully visible to bombers. It became increasingly difficult for
mail to reach prisoners in the closing stages of the war. The encroaching armies in the east and west
caused the Germans to march columns of prisoners in opposing directions. The Red Cross did not
know who was part of which marching columns and often it could only leave supplies at reception
centres along the routes.

Aftermath

The recovery of prisoners of war began in late 1944, as the advance through France progressed. A
designated unit called 'AIF Reception Group (UK)' was established at Haslemere, near High
Wycombe in Buckinghamshire. After a brief time, the unit was transferred to Eastbourne in Sussex.
Recovered Australian prisoners were brought to this base. Ironically, now being classed as former
prisoners of war, these men were no longer entitled to free postage concessions under the Geneva
Convention. However, postage to Australia using the British Army's air letter (an early version of the
aerogramme) was only 3d. There were four reception camps in Eastbourne and each accommodated
Australians from the same home state. Four date-stamps (numbers 191, 193, 194 and 195) were in use
at the base post office, where British stamps were stocked. Eastbourne operated until about July 1945,
when the reception group was wound up and the Australians began returning home.
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A POW CARD FROM GERMANY TO AUSTRALIA IN 1944

Robert A. M. Gregson

As an illustration to the previous article, we show one card from Warrant Officer Gordon Williams to
his parents, in Guyra, NSW, written from Prisoner of War Camp Luftwaffe Nr 3, in Germany, on
25-4-1944, and postmarked with a blind cancellation on 11-7-44.

There is an undated Australian (?) Censor Stamp No. 1577 in purple.

The card is endorsed on the front 'Via air mail to North America mit luftpost durch Nord Amerika'
and the Mit Luftpost rectangular cancellation is filled in as nach Aust Rm 50 pf., which apparently
indicated that this POW did not get his mail sent free as the Geneva Convention stipulated. But it was
near the final collapse of the Third Reich, so WIO Williams was probably one of those moved from
Italy to Germany, and put in an airforce camp though he had an army rank.

His pencilled message on the back reads

'Dear Mum and Pop & family, received parcel sent by you or did the RC send it. I think so, flannel
one yd. wide and two yards long I believe there is another on its' way from England. Am feeling fine
hope you are all o.k. Had a letter from Frank last mth, we must be tarred with the same stick. Don't
worry about me Ma, I'm fine love to all Gordon XXXXX'
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THE FIGHT AGAINTS ILLEGAL ISSUES

International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union

The fight against illegal issues has become a top priority within the World Association for the
Development of Philately (WADP) which works under the aegis of the Universal Postal Union
(UPU).

The WADP's main objectives are to set down guidelines and best practices to ensure the survival and
growth of philately. A wide variety of activities aimed at the promotion and development of philately
are an integral part of the WADP's work programme. The priority issues that are being dealt with by
three Project Teams are: a) Development of Youth Philately, b) Best Practices for Philatelic
Exhibitions and c) Combating Fraudulent Issues. As stated earlier, the fight against illegal issues has
become a top priority.

The work with Combating Fraudulent Issues has been identified as most important in order to come to
grips with the large number of illegal postage stamps issues that have appeared on the stamp market
during the past couple of years. The continued increase in such issues has already had a devastating
effect on the philatelic market. More UPU member countries are learning about such issues and are
denouncing them (such illegal issues are usually produced and distributed without the knowledge of
the countries concerned). Particular attention should be paid to philatelic exhibitions and stamp trade
shows where such illegals are frequently sold openly. In 2000, denunciations were received from
twelve countries; so far this year, eight have already been processed and more are on their way.

Please do not hesitate to contact the WADP Secretariat at the following address should you wish to
share your concerns and if you require more information about the illegal issues and other philatelic
activities of the UPU and the WADP.

WADP Secretariat
International Bureau of the
Universal Postal Union
Case postale
3000 BERNE 15
SWITZERLAND
Tel: +41 31 35032 15
Fax: +41 31 3503110/3510266
e-mail: philately@upu.int
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KYRGYZSTAN ILLEGAL ISSUES OF POSTAGE STAMPS

International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union

Berne, Switzerland, 3 June 2003 - International Bureau Press Release

The postal administration of Kyrgyzstan has information about illegal issues of stamps bearing the
symbol of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan. It asks that the following information be sent to Union member
countries:

number of stamps in sheet: 9 (3 x 3)

"Shrek". Face value of each stamp: 20 C;
"Defenders of Peace and Freedom". Face value: 10 C, 10 C, 10 C, 20 C, 20 C, 20 C, 30 C, 30 C, 30 C;
"Tiger". Face value of each stamp: 20 C;
"Harry Potter". Face value of each stamp: 20 C;
"Ironman". Face value: 10 C, 10 C, 10 C, 20 C, 20 C, 20 C, 30 C, 30 C, 30 C;
"Formula 1". Face value of each stamp: 20 C;
"Superman". Face value: 10 C, 10 C, 10 C, 20 C, 20 C, 20 C, 30 C, 30 C, 30 C;
"Mother Teresa". Face value of each stamp: 20 C;
"Flash". Face value: 10 C, io C, 10 C, 20 C, 20 C, 20 C, 30 C, 30 C, 30 C;
"The Beatles". Face value of each stamp: 20 C;
"Legends of Baseball". Face value: 10 C, 10 C, 10 C, 20 C, 20 C, 20 C, 30 C, 30 C, 30 C;
"Dogs". Face value of each stamp: 20 C;
"Green Lantern". Face value: 10 C, 10 C, 10 C, 20 C, 20 C, 20 C, 30 C, 30 C, 30 C;
"Concorde". Face value of each stamp: 20 C;

- number of stamps in sheet: 6 (3 x 2) "Harley Davidson". Face value of each stamp: 20 C;
- block of3 stamps "Princess Diana". Face value: 10 C, 20 C, 30 C;
- block of 3 stamps "Elvis". Face value: 10 C, 20 C, 30 C;
- block of one stamp "Penguins". Face value of stamp: 100 C.
- block of one stamp "Harry Potter". Face value of stamp: 100 C;

These stamps have been issued in violation of the Regulations of the Universal Postal Convention and
Kyrgyz legislation and, not having been issued by the competent authorities, cannot be accepted as
means of postal prepayment. We ask you to let us know the identity of the manufacturers of these
illegal postage stamps.

This page is part of the FSU New Issues Catalogue, maintained by the Worldwide Society of Russian
Philately

KJSMcKEOWN
Director of Communication and Postal Markets

WADP Secretariat
International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union
Case postale
3000 BERNE 15
SWITZERLAND
Tel: +413135032 15 Fax: +41313503110/351 0266
e-mail: philately@upu.int
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Flaming
Southwestern Sunset
A windmill in the

cattle country of SW
USA - this could as
easily bejust down

the road.

EDITORIAL
This issue continues
the wind and water
themes from last issue
with the third part of
Hans Karman's article
on his award winning
exhibit of Windmills
as well as a brief item

from Graeme Broxam on the "World's Only Underwater Post Office" and a postcard there from.
Water is also a dominant topic in a selection from Don Costello's collection. The Postcard Group
continues its successful postal auctions with another tempting selection from a number of vendors on
the inserted sheets. Recent displays to the group have included a discussion on the postal markings
and philatelic details on postcards, Postcards over 100 years old from a wide range of countries and a
joint display of "Other Paper Collectibles and Ephemera".

More outdated (but not to collectors) Avant cards are continuing to come to Jenni Creagh at the
Dinosaur Museum - by the boxful! Sets are being distributed to members at the monthly meetings of
the group. If you want any of these cards, please contact me. - Bruce Parker
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A THEMATIC EXHIBIT OF POSTCARDS
- WINDMILLS (PART 3)

Hans Karman

Frames 2 & 3: Windmill Types; Frame 3: Tower Mills

The basic characteristic of a Tower Mill is that most of the mill consists of a fixed base structure on
which a movable cap, carrying the wings, is mounted. This presented a different type of problem to
the designers: a movable cap, while not as heavy as the entire mill, has to be supported on its
circumference. It thus had a greater problem to overcome the friction between the base of the cap and
the top of the support structure. It thus paid the early tower mill builders to keep the circumference
small, making early tower mills narrow. All they had to ease the friction was pig fat to grease the
wooden sliding surfaces between the bottom rail of the cap and the top rail of the tower.

However, making the mill narrow did not allow for
much room inside, so the very small mills adopted a
compromise seen in Brittany and along the French
Atlantic coast.

Figure 2

Figure 1 (left)

A 14th Century French tower mill at
St.Jean-de- Monts.

The "Devil's Mill" at Guerande, near the mouth of the Loire and a cross
section showing its innards.
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The cap had to be large enough to accommodate the wing's axle and drive mechanism, but the
structure needed to be cheap and hence small.

Capital Philately Volume 21 No 3

A solution used to improve the space
available inside the mill, while keeping the
cap SIze small, was to taper the tower
structure.

Figure 3

The Gronsveld mill in the north of the
Netherlands, built between 1618 and 1624.

Such solutions are easily demonstrated using
cards that show the external features of the
mill, as is normal for tourist-oriented picture
postcards. What takes a more determined
search is to show the solution, when Michael
Angelo invented Roller Bearings: these are
hidden inside the cap of the windmill and
rarely seen in picture postcards. There's a
glimpse on a postcard showing the inside of a
windmill, but this is a case where a photo
(taken inside the same mill) could be used, as
permitted by the amended rules for picture
postcard exhibits.

Figure 4 (above & left)

Detail at Mice actual size of a
postcard published by the

Museum Mill at Schermerhorn,
North Holland
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The development of the tower mill led eventually to the so-called Dutch Mill, a strongly tapered
structure built of brick or a wooden c1added frame. It is also called a Smock Mill, because of the
resemblance to a person in a long smock-coat.

Figure 5

A Dutch Mill built in the 1990s in Western
Australia, using this Dutch design.

In this form, it became possible to
eliminate the last hurdle in windmill
location: how to catch sufficient wind in
an increasingly urbanised environment.
The solid, tapered tower could be built to
any height, as long as access to the wings
(to mount the sails) remained possible. A
timber platform or stage was used, and the
familiar profile of the modem windmill can
be seen around the world.

Figure 6 (below)

Windmill "The Steer" in Leyden, 9 stories
tall, more than 30 metres, built in 1687,

dismantled in 1950.

True giants were built in urban areas to lift the
sails above the surrounding houses, while having
the advantage of the city as a ready market for the
alcohol produced from the grain milled in them.

Until the middle of the 19th century the Dutch Mill
represented the ultimate in windmill design. Then
the USA came up with a design that stormed the
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dry areas around the world: the American MilL These are almost exclusively used to pump water in
dry areas from underground to watering places for animals.

Figure 7

American mill at Pro taras, Cyprus.

They can be built to almost any required
size and height, although cost will
generally keep their sizes down,
particularly as the arid locations in
which they are most at home, often have
little in their surroundings to obstruct the
wind.

Modem science has come up with
various experimental designs and novel
uses for windmills. The most prolific
are the wind turbines, of which
California is the biggest current user.
More than 15,000 wind turbines are
installed in that state, in huge wind
farms. They generate sufficient
electricity to power the large town of
Paradise Springs.

Figure 8 (below)

Wind Turbines in San Gorgonia Pass,
California.

Postcards of these are
easily available, but
getting one that shows a
wind turbine in some
detail is difficult.

Other experimental
designs exist, but have not
found the popularity that
their inventors hoped for.
Neither have they reached
the tourist trail, so that
picture postcards are not
available. To complete the
story one can use
photographs, or newspaper
cuttings. As long as it isn't overdone, this will enhance the exhibit. Vertical axis generators have the
advantage that the wind direction is not material, but the disadvantage is the amount of land they
occupy.
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Other strange examples are seen now and
again, but unless they can be found on
picture postcards they need to remain
unrepresented, to avoid too much dominance
of non-postcard material.

Figure 9

A 1.5MW installation near Cowley,
Alberta, Canada has 5 of these generators,

but experienced high failure rates;
author's photo.

More outlandish designs can occasionally
be found, such as the 23-turbine model
constructed in Japan.

Figure 10

Newspaper clipping showing an
experimental design in Asahi, Japan.
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DON COSTELLO'S POSTCARDS

Bruce Parker

Don collects postcards as an adjunct to the stamp collecting side of his interests. Don is attracted to a
postcard by the back as well as the picture side. The message written on the card may be the first thing
to catch his eye - for example the first card shown here - Rena Hall must have been glad the card
came to her in an envelope! Although addressed, there is no evidence of postage.
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Our second card, unusually, is postmarked in the area shown in the picture - New Galloway. The card
is taxed 1d, as the Empire postage rate in 1932 was 1Yzd.
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Next we have a card from the prolific de Salis
correspondence; this one from Tharwa to Michelago with a
local photograph of "Blue Waterhole Coolamon" with an
indication that the writer (a married de Salis daughter)
would be pleased to get some Celeriac plants from her
father.

Our fourth card is from the equally prolific Chesterman correspondence and again writing about
day-to-day matters. How much we can learn about Social life in the early 20th century from these
families who kept all their correspondence!
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A lovely Japanese card is our fifth item - again
with personal details, this time of travel
arrangements and a reference to the sinking of a
ship/boat "Gipsy". Note the address to
"Mosmans Bay" now just known as Mosman
(Bay).
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Our final card shows the "Water Chute" at Manly. The Chute opened in 1903 and operated for about
three years. One can also see some of the miniature railway track which ran around the chute and
(dry) slides. The card is postmarked at North Sydney (not so far from Manly) and bears a postmark of
the Dunedin-Christchurch Travelling Post Office seven days after leaving North Sydney.

T c
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THE WORLD'S ONLY UNDERWATER POST OFFICE

Graeme Broxam, Hideway Island & Vanuatu Post

Vanuatu Post has created an official Post Office with a difference
- it is the world's only Underwater Post Office. Situated within
the Hideaway Island marine sanctuary, the Post Office will be
manned by four Post Office staff who have recently completed
their Open Water dive training at Hideaway Island.

As the bottom of the Post Office sits in around three metres of
water, both divers and snorkellers will be able to post special
"waterproof postcards". If snorkellers cannot duck-dive down that
far, Hideaway Island staffwill be on the spot to help out.

During opening hours the cards will be cancelled/embossed by the
postal staff in the Underwater Post Office. Instead of being
stamped with ink to show that the card has been sent, the Post
Office has developed a new embossed cancellation device which
works in concert with the special plasticised postcards.
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Out of hours the postcards can be posted in the underwater post box attached to the Post Office or
taken to the main Post Office in town. All are guaranteed to receive the special cancellation from this
unique underwater paradise before being delivered both locally and internationally.

Placed on site by Vanuatu Post, this official and currently (at time of publication) unique postal
location was approved by local Ni Vanuatu and will be open for business from Monday May 26,
2003. Opening hours will be posted on the beach at Hideaway Island, and a special flag will float
above the site when there are postal workers in the water.
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This new Post Office recognises that the Republic of Vanuatu is made up of83 islands and is a marine
paradise. The sea is such an important part of life in Vanuatu so in addition to opening the world's
first Underwater Post Office, Vanuatu Post has issued a new stamp issue and minisheet featuring
snorkelling. Vanuatu was designed for snorkelling. Its countless good snorkelling spots are very
popular especially Hideaway Island (near Port Vila) and Samoa Point (in Havannah Harbour), on
Efate.

Visitors who wish to view the colourful coral gardens and the immense numbers of tropical fish can
utilise boat tour operators that cater for snorkellers as well as "free snorkel" from beaches and resorts
around Vila and Luganville. The sport is accessible for both young and old and much pleasure can be
had in sea temperatures that can reach 30°C. Thanks to Vanuatu's Marine Park laws, the protected
healthy coral reefs and abundant and varied marine life remain one of the Republic's greatest natural
attractions.

Vanuatu Post encourages visitors to literally look below the surface of this beautiful country and grab
a mask, fins and snorkel, and visit the Underwater Post Office. They guarantee you will discover
unlimited fun, unforgettable adventures and of course the chance to add to your collection!

To fmd out more, or order your own Underwater Post Card, have a look at the following Internet
addresses:

\Vww.postvanuatu.com (a nice picture if the cancellation)

www.vanuatushopping.com/esbin/onlineshop.exe?mid=5001 (get your own)

vvww.hideawav.com.vu/postoffice.htm
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EDITORIAL
It's not too often these days that a Machin collector cries enough! But in recent months we have seen
quite a few Machin issues, starting with the Universal Machins, issued on 27 March 2003 for letters
going from he UK to Europe and Worldwide, a new 34p on the 6 May to meet an increase in tariff
rates, and then the coup-de-grace with the re-issue by De La Rue in gravure (previously intaglio) of
the high value Machins (£1.50, £2, £3 and £5) on the 1 July 2003. This, on top of a couple of Prestige
Stamp Books (issued in February and June), with the 'special' panes, and quite a few booklets of
various descriptions, and the hip pocket has been well and truly hit this year. And it was not too long
ago that we were speculating about the demise of the Machin!

The Universal stamps have introduced a new type of Machin, with airmail style markings (red and
blue half-chevrons) on the right side of the stamps and a reduced sized Machin head. I am still trying
to work out the postal usage for these stamps.

The 34p is the standard gravure issue, two bands with blue fluor and an olive green colour.

The new high values in gravure are quite different in appearance to the earlier intaglio issues. The
colours appear to me to be more intense. The bands have blue fluor added and have a strong
afterglow. No details of sheet cylinder numbers as yet, but that will come. As will the self-adhesive
versions, some cynics will say.

All in all, an interesting period for Machin collectors. Plenty to look for and I know that one of my
fellow Canberra collectors has an important discovery that he is just bursting to tell you all about. I'm
sure he will.

In the meantime, Good Hunting.
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mGH VALUE MACHINS

Tony Luckhurst

In this article I intend to look at those Machin issues which were described by Royal Mail as "High
Values". Because of their lower usage than the regular issues and possibly to prevent forgery they
were printed differently from the low value Machins.

The concept on what was defined a "high value" has changed over time. With inflation many of the
former high values were reprinted and have now joined the long list of lower values.

Pre-Decimal Large Format

The recess Machin high values were recess-printed by Bradbury Wilkinson and Co. on rotary sheet
feed Machines. Unwatermarked lightly coated paper was used. Variations in the thickness of the paper
exist which could account for the difference in shades. The values and colours for the pre-decimal
Machins corresponded to the earlier "Castles" high values.

The values were 2/6 Brown, 5/- Crimson-Lake, 10/- Deep Ultramarine and £1 Brownish-Black. The
usage for these values was for domestic and overseas parcel rates. The stamps were released on 5
March 1969.

The printer's sheets comprised 160 stamps. These were divided into four sheets of 40 for postal use.

Of these values the 10/- is the most elusive.

Decimal Large Format

Before decimal currency was introduced the above values (except the £ 1 value) were replaced by
decimal high values. The values used did not all correspond with their pre-decimal equivalents. This
time around there were lOp, 20p, SOp and £1 values. As the SOp value was equivalent to the old 10/-
value it retained the same colour as its predecessor. The new values in this issue were the 10p in a
cerise colour and 20p in an olive green colour. They were released on 17 June 1970 and they were
produced in sheets of 100. As different types of papers were trialled they are a more interesting field
for study than their pre-decimal counterparts. They were still recess printed and this issue was the first
to have "Total Sheet Value £. .. " inscribed in the selvedge, which occurs 4 times on each sheet.

The 1Op value was printed on phosphorised paper, continuing the experiments which started with the
116 low-value pre-decimal Machin, as the post office wanted to determine the effect of adverse
weather on the chosen phosphor. The experiment was discontinued in 1971 and the lOp in large
format was replaced by a small format photogravure Machin on 11 August 1971. To avoid wasting
unused supplies of the phosphorised paper the remaining high values were also printed on this paper.
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Papers used for the recess high values were obtained from the Post Office or the printers themselves.
Post Office paper is creamy in colour with a fme surface sheen while the contractor's paper is whiter.

The 20p value was originally printed on Post Office paper (POP). Examples have also been found on
phosphorised paper, but it is not known when this printing occurred. In late 1973 the 20p value was
reprinted on contractor's paper (CP). This value was replaced by a small format Machin printed by
photogravure on 25 February 1976.

The 50p value was also first printed on POP. This value was also printed on phosphorised paper on 1
February 1973 and on 20 February 1974 was also issued on CPo It was replaced by a small format
stamp on 2 February 1977.

The £1 value is quite interesting. The sheet format was changed in line with the other high value
decimal issues and it was released in sheets of 100 rather than the 160 of its pre-decimal predecessor.
There are also other differences between pre-decimal and decimal printings and under strong
magnification you can see thicker horizontal lines on the pre-decimal issue, while the vertical lines are
thicker on the decimal issue. Like the others this stamp was also printed on Post Office paper. On 6
December 1972 the pound sign was redrawn to give this stamp a more "modem" feel, using the
Perpetua font rather than the Script font of the initial printings. It was first issued on POP and on 27
September 1973 it was also issued on CP.

Photogravure Large Format

On 2 February 1977 a new series of high value stamps appeared. They were printed in a large
commemorative size by photogravure. This may have been done to reduce printing costs due to
smaller print runs required for these stamps. The initial values issued were £1 olive and greenish
yellow, £2 purple brown and pale green and £5 royal blue and pale pink.

Later other values added to the set to prepay the first weight step (lkg) for national parcels. These
values were £1.30, £1.33, £1.41, £1.50 and £1.60 and they were issued between 1983 and 1987.

All these stamps were printed on the "Jumelle" press using the same sheet arrangement as the vertical
format special issues and perforated 14xl4K They were issued without phosphor and used a large
type B2 head. All were printed by Harrison & Sons Ltd on fluorescent coated paper (FCP) with
dextrin gum. The three initial values can be found Kampf or APS perforated. Kampf perforations
show clean cut holes while APS perforation is identified by the swarf left by the rotary blades used to
trim the 'pimples' from the sheets to create the perforation holes. The later values are all perforated
APS.

The sheet size was 100 (2 panes of 5x10) with gutters between the two panes. It is therefore possible
to collect the set of these values as gutter pairs of which there are two types, plain and "traffic light".
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The traffic light gutters have a series of colour dots printed in them. The 2001 SG GB Concise lists
the set of plain gutter pairs at £110 and the "traffic light" set at £180.

Like the low value Machins these values exist in a variety of shades. Some printings of the £5 were
printed with a deeper shade of pink.

The parcel post high values were released in the following order in the following colours, with the
previous value was withdrawn with the issue of a new value for the price increase. This enabled the
Post Office to reuse the colours.

• £1.30 blue green and buff, issued 3 August 1983, withdrawn 7 September 1984.

• £1.33 blue black and mauve, released 28 August 1984, withdrawn 16 September 1985.

• £1.41 blue green and buff, issued 17 September 1985, withdrawn 1 September 1986.

• £1.50 blue black and lilac, issued 2 September 1986, withdrawn 17 October 1989.

• £1.60 blue black and buff, issued 15 September 1987, withdrawn 17 October 1989.

On 17 October 1988 a new series of "Castles" high values appeared in values of £1, £1.50, £2, £3 (on
22 August 1995 as part of the third issue) and £5 and were recess printed. Except for the £3 value
issued later, these stamps originally had Machin head motifs in the comer. Later reprints saw the
Machin heads replaced by a silhouette gold head printed with optically-variable ink, as a security
measure. They were perforated 15x14 with an elliptical perforation hole on each vertical edge.
Discussion of these issues is outside the scope of this article.

Small format

On 22 August 1995 the £1.00 value joined the list of Machin photogravure low values. It was reissued
in the small format, with 2 phosphor bands, elliptical perforations and used iriodin ink, printed by
Enschede. The use of iriodin ink gave the background a somewhat metallic sheen and a three-
dimensional effect when held up to the light. This is also designed to deter forgery as the copying
process would alter its overall colour. The stamp was reprinted in 1997 using electro-mechanically
engraved (EME) cylinders. It has also been issued on phosphorised paper on the Stamp Show 2000
sheetlet issued on 22 May 2000.

The remaining high values continued as "Castles" until they were replaced by a small format Machin
design (£1.50 terracotta, £2 deep grey-blue, £3 dull purple and £5 brown) from 9 March 1999. These
were recess printed, having been engraved by Czeslaw Slania probably the world's foremost stamp
engraver, and were originally printed by Enchede. These printings had a short life from 9 March 1999
until March 2000 when the printing contract was awarded to De La Rue which continued the recess
printing of these values until July 2003. There are subtle differences between the two recess printings
of these values, which Douglas Myall describes these in Deegam report 40 at page 15/2001 and in the
3rd edition of the Deegam Machin Handbook published on 1 July 2003. Basically, under strong
magnification, clear differences can be found in the value types.

In July 2003 the printing method for the Machin high values changed from recess to gravure and they
are now all similar in appearance to the £1.00 value (ie. Iriodin ink). The colours used this time belong
to the Jeffrey Matthews palette and are £1.50 terracotta; £2.00 slate blue; £3.00 purple and £5.00 grey-
blue.

There have been a couple of surprises with this issue. Firstly, the change of colour of the £5.00 stamp.
The sheets are also now printed in sheets of 200 with dot and no dot panes. If you were lucky to
obtain the £2.00 value as a Dl Dl (Dl) no dot cylinder block or have the stamp nearest the no dot
cylinder number (row 18, column 1) you may notice £ symbol is missing, giving a probability of 1 in
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200 of obtaining the error. This recent error is not yet
noted in any catalogue but will no doubt be listed
soon. It is understood that this error has now been
corrected. If the readers have seen the same error
with the other values of the set please let us know.
Have you been lucky? Check your stamps again!

References:

1. The Complete Deegam Machin Handbook Third edition 2003

D.G.A. Myall Deegam Publications ISBN 09521047 17 125

2. Deegam Reports by D.G.A. Mya1l2001

3. Great Britain Specialised Stamp Catalogue Volume 3 Queen Elizabeth II Pre-Decimal
Issues Stanley Gibbons 5th Edition 1980 ISBN 0 85259271 X

4. Great Britain Specialised Stamp Catalogue Volume 4 Queen Elizabeth II Decimal
Definitive Issues Stanley Gibbons ih Edition 1994 ISBN 085259372 4

5. Great Britain Concise Stamp Catalogue 2001 Edition Stanley Gibbons ISBN 852595069

Resources for Machin Collectors from B.Alan :
~ Regular Price lists of Machin and related material- all offers numbered according to
the Connoisseur Catalogue issued by the same company. A wealth of material for all levels
of Machin collectors. The Specialised List for 1997/98 covers issues from the inception of

elliptical perforations, and includes useful annotations describing features such as
phosphors, coil leaders etc. Not just a price list - more like a mini-catalogue.

• The Variety Club News containing a wealth of articles on many aspects of modern GB
philately, including Machins. Questa gravure machine books

• The Speed Prestige booklet

Machinations throughly recommends these publications - get your material from an expert
in the field

B.Alan Ltd : 2, Pinewood Avenue, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN14 5 AF, UK Tel: 441732
743387;Fax: 441732 454442; e-mail: pinewoods@compuserve.com
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3RD EDITION OF THE COMPLETE DEEGAM MACHIN HANDBOOK 2003

A quick review by Tony Luckhurst

First I want to thank Douglas Myall and possibly Royal Mail for getting this catalogue from England
so quickly. It has been worth it. It is a very comprehensive catalogue. It is now spread over two
volumes. There may be some room to include any Deegam reports to update the publication. It is
current up to July 2003. It has been completely redesigned and is suitable for all breeds of Machin
collectors (beginners, intermediate and experts). It is much more than a catalogue.

Volume 1

This is the majority of the Handbook and the Appendices. At the start of each chapter/appendix there
is a summary of what is contained within. The topics covered are:

1. Introduction-attributes of Machin singles, levels of collecting
2. Postal rates of the Machin era
3. Colours. The variety of colours used over time and a way of standardising the set used.

Jeffrey Mathews palette (post 1988)
4. Printing processes. There were many!
5. Papers and gums-OCP, FCP, PCP etc
6. Luminescence-phosphor coatings and inks
7. Perforations-straight edges, ellipses
8. Direction of printing- Methods to tell. Sheet, coil or booklet?
9. The Deegam TCTC system. Another way of locating the source of a particular stamp
10. The Deegam PIPI system-a technique for source identification of straight-edged stamps
11. The Deegam SIN system-a technique for identifying the many types of phosphor band

varieties
12. Deegam Types- head types and value types. The head types are illustrated with larger and

clearer diagrams which show the differences. The value settings also have a check list
illustrating the number of types possible. This is quite a large section!

13. Machin Regionals (or Country stamps). Check list. Symbol types

The Appendices

1. Machin stamps in rolls including coil leaders
2. Machin booklet pane layouts-all of them!
3. Lithographed Machin NVI plate numbers
4. Machin self-adhesives
5. Machin cylinder and plate blocks
6. Machin postal stationery-head types used.
7. How to identify an unknown Machin single
8. Machin Training Stamps-Those ones obliterated by bars for use in PO Schools
9. Machin perfm patterns-illustrated types
10. Machin se-tenant pairs-horizontal and vertical-a checklist
11. Machin miscellany-trials and proofs, non-UK Machin designs (like Hong Kong pre-

1997);Machin packs and FDC's
12. Non-Machin decimal definitives-a place to put those Castles, Wildings and Country pictorial

issues

Volume 2

This section is where the Catalogue section begins. It lists each stamp in order by value. It has not
attempted to divide the catalogue into 3 sections dependent on your level of collecting. It however
does list subtypes of each value in a specific way to indicate the degree of specialisation. (Numbers
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like DG 70 would indicate a standard National 7p value while DG 70.1b would indicate the same
stamp with AOP and CB-Level2. A more specialised stamp-LeveI3-would be denoted as DG 70.1.3

A new feature of the new catalogue is an attempt to estimate a level of scarcity of each stamp.
Deegam has used a check box with or without numbers in it. An example of this would be a "3" in the
check box. This would mean the stamp is worth anything between £10 and £25. He has used this
method to avoid printing update pages when a stamps value increases.

The catalogue is divided into sections for:

• Pre-Decimals

• Decimals including Regionals (stamps less than £1.00)

• Decimal High Values (stamps over £1.00)

• 1840 Anniversary Issue (Double Heads)

• NVI's
Also included in Volume 2 is a A-Z glossary of all the technical terms use in the study of Machin
stamps and an index of the subjects covered in both volumes.

In closing I think this is an excellent reference book for anyone who has a Machin collection and
would like to develop it further. It would also be useful for writing up your collection. I like it because
it has all the information you would ever need. The volumes will be supplemented by Deegam
Reports when they become available.

If anyone is interested in purchasing this catalogue please write to the Philatelic Society of Canberra
for details.

IF YOU COLLECT MACHINS YOU NEED THE COMPLETE DEEGAM MACHIN HANDBOOK
* * 1272 pages, 3500+ illustrations * all levels of collectingloose-leaf in two four-ring binders

• third edition contains all issues up to 1 July 2003 - regular Reports (available in "Machinations") keep it up to date

• comprehensive and scholarly articles on every aspect of stamp production and identification

winner of several international awards

• NOW FULLY UPDATED TO 1 JULY 2003 AND NEARLY DOUBLE THE SIZE OF THE SECOND EDITION

=> Volume 1 comprising a veritable encyclopaedia ofMachins!

=> Four years of new issues and new discoveries incorporated into all three level lists; everything together in its proper place

=> New Appendix on Machin Miscellany such as trials and proofs, non-UK Machias, FDC's etc

=> New Appendix for Machin self adhesives with illustrations

=> New Appendix showing Machin perfins

=> Catalogue listing now all together by value regardless of stamp size and format

=> Register direct with the publisher for electronic updates via the well known Deegam Reports and Supplements
THE COMPLETE DEEGAM MACHIN HANDBOOK 3"dEDITION
UK, delivered to your door @£68.95 Add £10.80 for postage & packing (total £79.75) to Europe.
Airmail in Zone 1 add £25.80 (total £94.75), in Zone 2 then add £31.00 (total £99.95)
Worldwide surface add just £7.30 (total £76.25)

Obtainable from :John M Deering, The Machins ,PO Box 2, South Molton.Devon EX36 4YZ, UK

ph/fax: 44 1398341564, e-mail : deegam@johndeering.demon.co.uk
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE 24p VIOLET, 24p TERRACOTTA, 24p RUST
AND THE 2Sp PURPLE AND 2Sp SALMON PINK MACIDNS.

The 24p violet stamp was one of five issued on 28 August 1984 to meet a series of tariff increases.
The 24p was to prepay the second weight step for first class letters and from 20 October 1986 it was
the rate for 2nd class letters.

The 24p violet was printed by:

1. Harrison in photogravure

1.1 On AC paper with Dextrin gum
• in sheets from cyls 1 and 2.
• screened values can be found from both cyls

The violet issue was withdrawn on 9 September 1988

The 24p terracotta stamp was issued on 26 September 1989 to meet an increase in the 100g 2nd class
letter rate and to prepay the surface rate for non EU countries. The 24p violet stamp having been
withdrawn on 9 September 1988, the colour was changed.

The 24p terracotta stamp was printed by:

1. Harrison in photogravure

LIOn AC paper with Dextrin gum
• in sheets from cyl 2.

The terracotta issue was withdrawn on 15 September 1990

The 24p rust stamp was issued on 10 September 1991 after an increase in the basic 1st class rate for
inland and EC letters from that date. The new colour was from the Jeffrey Matthews colour standard.

The 24p rust stamp was printed by:

1. Harrison in photogravure

1.1 On AC paper with dextrin gum
• in sheets from cyl 1
• screened values can be found
• examples with low OBA are known also.
• in pane DP173 from SOp machine vended booklet in two columns, LH and RH each 1p and

24p from cyl B2, B4 and BS
• in pane DP174 from £1 machine vended booklet in two columns, LH and RH each 1 x label,

1 x 2p and 2 x 24p from cyls Bl and B3, the left and right sides of the pane are imperforate.
• in coils YL delivered vertically from cyl Rl

2. Questa in lithography

2.1 On AC paper with PVAl gum
• in panes DP184 and DP187 from the £6 Tolkien Prestige booklet each comprising two

columns each of 3 x 24p.

2.2 on FC paper with PVAl gum and SA phosphor
• in pane DP186 from the £6 Tolkien Prestige comprising nine stamps in three columns of

three stamps, LH column 1 x 18p LB, 1 x 1st class 2B and 1 x 18p LB; centre column 1 x
39p 2B, 1 x logo label and 1 x 39p 2B; RH column 1 x 24p 2B, 1 x 2nd class 2B and 1 x 24p
2B.
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3. Walsall in lithography

3.1 on AC paper with Dextrin gum
• in pane DP190 from the £1 machine booklet comprising two columns, each 1 x label, 1 x 2p

and 2 x 24p. The left and right sides of the pane are imperforate, the remaining perforations
are 13% x 14.

The 25p purple was issued on 4 January 1981 and to prepay the airmail rate to Zone C from 26
January 1981

The stamp was printed by:

1. Harrison in photogravure

1.1 on PC paper with Dextrin gum
• in sheets from cyl2. PCPl and PCP2 varieties are known as are shades of the PCP!.
• PCPl stamps are known perforated Kampf (clean) and APS (swarf) while the PCP2 variety

is known Kampf perforated only.

The 25p purple issue was withdrawn on 14 January 1983

The 25p value was reissued in a salmon pink colour on 1 November 1993. It was used to prepay the
first class letter rate and the letter rate to EU countries. The elliptical security perforation was first
used on this value.

The 25p salmon pink issue was printed by:

1. Harrison in photogravure

1.1 On OFP paper with Dextrin gum.
• in sheets from cyl 5
• in vertically delivered coil CL from cyl Rl
• in pane DP204 from 50p machine vended booklets, the pane comprises two columns each 1

x label (telephone help line) and 1 x 25p stamp, from cyl Bl
• in pane DP206 from £2 machine vended booklets the pane comprises two columns each 4 x

25p stamps, from cyl B3.
• in pane DP214 from £1 machine vended booklets the pane comprises two columns each 2 x

25p from cyls B4 and B6

1.2 On OFN paper in photogravure with Dextrin gum

1.2.1 with two yellow phosphor bands
• in sheets from cyls 5 and 7. There is a printing of cyl 7 that has a wide band to the left

of centre. This is a scarce stamp quoted in the 2nd Issue of the MCC catalogue at £25.
• in pane DP204A from 50p machine vended booklet the pane comprises two columns

each 1 x label (telephone help line) and 1 x 25p stamp, from cyl B5
• in pane DP206A from £2 machine vended booklets the pane comprises two columns

each 4 x 25p stamps, from cyl B4.
• in pane DP214A from £1 machine vended booklets the pane comprises two columns

each 2 x 25p from cyl B6
• from coil CL delivered vertically with 2B from cyl Rl

1.2.2 with two blue phosphor bands
• in sheets from cyls 5 and 7.
• in pane DP206B from £2 machine vended booklets the pane comprises two columns

each 4 x 25p stamps, from cyJ B4.
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• in pane DP214B from £1 machine vended booklets the pane comprises two columns
each 2 x 25p from cyl B6. There are missing phosphors to be found from this booklet
and also examples with both bands short at the top.

• from Readers Digest coil No 9, without elliptical perforations
• from coil CL delivered vertically with 2B from cyl RI

1.3 On OFN paper photogravure with PVAl gum with two blue phosphor bands.
• in sheets from cyl 7, the cyl was acid etched. This was an error of paper.

2. Walsall in lithography

2.1 On OFN paper with PVAl gum and two yellow phosphor bands
• in pane DP205 from £1 machine vended booklets the pane comprises two columns each 2 x

25p from cyls WI WI, W2W2, W2W3 and W3W4.
• There are many short and inset phosphor band varieties for this stamp

3. Questa in lithography

3.1 on OFN paper with PVAl gum and

3.1.1 two yellow phosphor bands
• in pane DP216 from the £6 Northern Ireland Prestige Booklet the pane comprises two

columns the LH column 1 x 6p and 2 x 25p all with two phosphor bands . The RH
column 1 x 19p with a LH phosphor band and 2 x 25p each with 2B.

• in pane DP225 from the £6 National Trust Prestige Booklet the pane comprises three
columns of stamps, the LH 1 x 19p RB, 1 x 25 2B and 1 x 30p 2B; centre column, 1 x
lOp 1 x label and 1 x 35p each with two phosphor bands; RH column, 1 x 19p LB, 1 x
25p and 1 x 41 p each with 2B.

3.1.2 two blue phosphor bands
• in pane DP233 from the £1 machine vended booklets comprising 4 x 25p stamps from

cyl QI QI.
• in pane DP234 from the £2 machine vended booklets comprising 1 x 25p stamps from

cyl QI QI
• in pane DP240 from the £6 Football Prestige booklet, a pane of nine stamps in three

columns LH column 1 x 25p Scottish 2B, 1 x 25p 2B and 1 x 25p Scottish 2B; centre
column 1 x 25p Welsh 2B, football label and 1 x 25p Welsh 2B; RH column 1 x 25p
Northern Ireland 2B 25p 2B and 1 x 25p Northern Ireland 2B.

4. Enschede in gravure

4.1 On OFN paper with PVAl gum and two blue phosphor bands.
• in sheets from cyl 1. Stamps are to be found with blue tinted gum, white gum and cream

paper and gum.

The 25p salmon pink/ rose red was withdrawn on 6 July 1996.

Bibliography
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Face Value 24p

Printed by Harrison in Photogravure

Colour Violet Colour Terracotta

ACP
Head type B2
Value type 1

ACP
Head type B2
Value type 1

1ssued 28.8.84 Issued 26.9.89
Colour Rust

ACP ACPACP

Head type B2
Value type 1d

PIPP

Head type B2
Value type 1

Head type B2
Value type 1d

PPPl

Issued 10.9.91 Issued 10.9.91 Issued 10.9.91

Printed by Questa in lithography

Head type A2
Value type 1

ACP FCP
2 bands

Head type A2
Value type 1

Issued 27.10.92 Issued 27.10.92

Printed by Walsall in lithography

ACP

Head type B2
Value type 1

Issued 9.2,93

Violet issue
Prepaid the second weight step for first class letters from 3rd September 1984 until the 20th October 19861Vhen it was

usedfor the 150g rate for second class letters, it was withdrawn on the 9th September 1988
Terracotta issue

This issue was made following and increase in the 100g 2nd class letter rate on the 2nd October 1989, it was also used for
the minimum surface rate to to the non EU countries of Europe. It was withdrawn on the 15th September 1990.

Rust issue
This change in colour was to bring it in line with the Jeffrey Matthews standards. It was usedfor the basic first class inland

letter rate andfor EC letters beginning on the 10th September 1991



Face Value 25p

Printed by Harrison in Photogravure

Colour Purple

ACP
Head type C2
Value type 1

Issued 14.1.81

ACP
Head type C2
Value type 1

Issued Jan 1981

OFPP OFNP OFNP
2 bands yellow 2 bands yellow

Head type B2 Head type B2 short top and
Value type Value type 2ad bottom

2ad Head type B2
Value type 2ad

Issued 26.10.93 Issued 20.12.94 Issued 6.6.95

Colour Salmon Pink

OFNP

Head type B2
Value type 2ad

missing
phosphor

Issued 20.12.94

OFNP
2 bands blue
Head type B2
Value type 2ad

Issued 9.9.95

OFNP
2 bands yellow

Head type B2
Value type 2ad
no ellipses

Issued 6.2.96

The 25p purple stamp was issued on 14th January 1981.
It was used to pay the basic airmail letter rate to Zone C.

It was with drawn on the 14th January 1983.

OFNP
2 bands blue
short top and

bottom
Head type B2
Value type 2ad

Issued 24.12.95



OFNP
2 bands yellow
Head type A2
Value type 2ad

Face Value 25p

Printed by Questa in lithography

Colour Salmon pink

OFNP
2 bands yellow
left band short

at the top
Head type A2
Value type 2ad

Issued 26. 7.94 Issued 25.4.95

OFNP
2 bands yellow
left band short
at the bottom
Head type A2
Value type 2ad

OFNP
2 bands blue

Issued 25.4.95

Head type A2
Value type 2ad

Issued 10.10.95

OFNP
2 bands blue
Head type A2
Value type 2ad

Issued 16.1.96

The 25p Salmon pink stamp was issued on1st November 1993
It was used to pay the basic inland letter rate letter ratefor 1st class letters and

for 20g air/etters to Europe.
It was with drawn on the 9th July 1996



MEMBER

YOUR FAVOURITE DEALER
Write, phone, fax or e-mail for your free copy of one of our competitive price lists.

1.
3.

Australia and Territories 2.
4.

Australian States
South Pacific IslandsNew Zealand

We service want lists and provide professional insurance valuations. We buy and sell
quality stamps and collections, phonecards and cigarette cards. We accept Bankcard,
MasterCard, Visa, American express, cheques, money orders and (of course!) cash.
Give us a try; our competitive prices and friendly staff will pleasantly surprise you.

PO BOX 259 NEWPORT BEACH, NSW 2106

Phone: (02) 9979 1561 Fax: (02) 9979 1577
E-mail: pithvaterstamps@ozemail.com.au

View all of our price lists at our website address:
www.ozemail.com.au/-pittwaterstamps/

Only one stamp magazine provides the complete coverage "down under"

Stamp News
INCORPORA TING THE AUSTRALIAN STAMP MONTHLY

Australasia's leading magazine

The leader for news The leader for comment
The leader for circulation

The greatest coverage of Australian and Pacific News
of any Stamp Magazine in the World

Sample copy, subscriptions and Advertising rates on request.

All major credit cards accepted.

Stamp News Pty. Ltd.
PO Box4

Business Mail Centre
Edina Road

rEKNTKE:E GULLY YIe 31)0 Australia

mailto:pithvaterstamps@ozemail.com.au
http://www.ozemail.com.au/-pittwaterstamps/
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